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• Analyze supply, demand, and identify “gaps”

• Arkansas Code section 15-22-503

• “A comprehensive program for the orderly 

development and management of the state’s 

water and related land resources”

• 1969 – Authorized

• 1975 Plan updated in 1990 and 2014



Water Use Trends and Issues

• Population (small percentage of overall 

demand and getting more efficient)

• Crop irrigation – Some rise expected

• Industry – Declining with loss of paper mills, 

new development: Sun Paper

• Hydraulic fracturing – Never a large demand, 

and has paused with low gas prices
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Infrastructure

• In the next 10 years:

• Public water infrastructure needs $5.74 billion

• Public wastewater infrastructure needs $3.76 

billion

• Our most useful tool is general obligation bonds

• May see a bond issue in front of the General 

Assembly by 2019
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Regional Water Planning

 Water Plan update’s largest single section is 1,085 pages 

of regional reports

 Five planning regions to address geographic, water 

supply and use differences, economics, and county lines

 Will divide further in the future as planning continues
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Drought Planning

6NDMC 2013



Data Gathering and Quality

• Continued financing of stream gauging

• Good basic information gathering, such as well 

measurements

• Improving water use data for crop irrigation

– Acreages

– Metering more water use to improve estimated use
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Groundwater Overdraft
• Rice production began around 1904 on the Grand Prairie

• Persistent drop in water levels, week-to-week, and 

seasonal fluctuations were observed by the 1920s

• USGS began studying the problem in 1929

• During the 1930 drought, rice production was “above 

average,” but pumping caused a 1.8-foot drop in wells

• Our first “cone of depression” observed about that time 
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Irrigation Conservation
 Potential to reduce groundwater supply gap by 25% percent

 Significant public and private investment

 Still leaves nearly 80% of the supply gap



Taking Advantage of Surface Flow

• Conservation can 
get us about 25% 
of the way to 
“sustainable yield”

• The remainder 
must be made up 
by surface water

• Irrigation projects 
will move this 
water



Large Water Delivery Projects Under Construction

Bayou Meto Grand Prairie



Surface Water Resources

• “Excess surface water” calculations were 

completed for 9 major river basins and 23 

smaller river basins within the larger 

basins
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Non-Riparian Permitting Law

• Until approved by the legislature in  1985, it was not 

legal to move surface water to non-riparian land

• The law protects in-stream flow by accounting for 

current and projected riparian use, aquifer recharge, 

fish and wildlife needs, navigation, and interstate 

compact compliance

• 25% of everything above that is permittable

• Non-riparian use is inferior to riparian use
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57 million AFY

9 million AFY
(Our 2050 

groundwater gap 

will be about 8 

million AFY)

92 million AFY

26 million AFY

About 0.5 

million AFY



Interstate Transfer Requests

• Texas is thirsty

• Texas has planned to look to Arkansas for 

water since at least the 1960s

• Requests have started coming in, including one 

to go to the Mississippi River

• Law disfavors interstate transfer and requires a 

long, involved process of review
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www.arwaterplan.arkansas.gov

edward.swaim@arkansas.gov


